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26

FIGURES OF SPEECH-2

In the previous lesson, the Shabdalamkaras are  introduced. Now, in this lesson we
will discuss about Arthalamkaras. Beauty is the alamkara,  it has been studied in the
previous lesson. Alankar is poetry, as Kuntaka says. There are two types of figures of
speech- Shabdavaichitrya (Shbdalamkara) and Arthvaichitraya (Arthalamkara).
Ubhayalamkara is also accepted by some scholars. The primacy of meaning is visible
in the Arthalankar. Meaning generates the miracle in poetic work. There are many
types of Arthalamkara. Upamalankar, is considered in the beginning. Upamalankar is
of special beauty. The Upama is used a lot in the literature. The analogy Upama is very
ancient. Therefore, by describing Upamalamkara first, we will describe other
Arthalankars in this lesson.

 OBJECTIVE

After studying this lesson, you will be bale to:

 know the characteristics of the Arthalamkara;

 know the examples of Arthalamkara;

 know the specialty of Arthalamkara;

 get the detailed knowledge of Upamalamkara;

 decide the Arthalamkara  in the verses;

 compose verses according to your own using these Arthalamkara ; and

 coordinate the features of Alamkara in the example.
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 26.1  ARTHALAMKARA

Arthalamkaras are  accepted by following the meaning of miracles in poetic work.
That is, the alamkara in which there is any miracle by sheltering the meaning, then it is
called Arthalamkara. If the word is changed in  Arthalamkara  then Alamakara remains
the same. That is, the use of synonyms is possible and the meaning is predominant.
Upamas , Rupaka etc. are Arthalamkara.

 FEATURES

1. The use of synonyms is possible in  Arthalamkara.

2. Change of words is possible in the Arthalamkara

3. Meaning change is possible in Arthalamkara.

4. The example of Arthalamkara are Upama, Rupak etc.

 26.2 UPAMA ALAMAKARA

In Sahityadarpan text, Vishwanath has first described the Upamalamkara  because of
its ancient and more used.

Symptoms -

lkE;a okP;eoS/D;Za okP;SD; miek };ks%A

vUo; & okD;SD;s };ks% voS/E;Za okP;a lkE;e~ miek vyadkj%A

In general, by not saying Vijatiya dharma of vijatiya things, if the Guna-kriyatma similarity
is propounded by the using word 'Iva etc.' then it is Upamalamkara Generally, there is
a relationship between two things, Sadhrmaya and Vaidharmaya. By not saying the
vaidharmaya of both the things, the analogy is said with the words ev etc. It is an
analogous quality and functional (Guna and Kriyatmaka). That is, any similarity between
Upamana and Upameya alien objects is conceived. There is a Upamalamkara. In this
way, there is a clear appearance of similarity with the words ev etc. There should not
be any mention of opposite dharma between the two things. The name of the analogy
in the form of a common dharma relation is Upma Alankar. Upamana is used to
represent the similarity or similarity of two things conceived with the same dharma.
Equality is a similarity attribute (Guna, Kriya etc.). Upamana upameya ubhaygata
dharma (Similar guna, kriya etc.) is true dharma.

Example - ̂ pUæ bo eq•a lqUnje~* This is example. Moon and face are two different
things. Beauty and ecstasy are in both the moon and the face. The similarity of the
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moon and the face is said by the quality of beauty etc. The resemblance of the moon
and the face is clearly said with using the word iva etc.

That Upma Alamkara is of two types - 1. Poornopama 2 Lutopama.

26.2.1 Poornopama: Characteristics -
lk iw.kkZ ;fn lkekU; /eZ vkSiE;okfp pA
mies;a pksiekua Hkosr~ okP;e~A
vUo; & ;fn lkekU; /eZ vkSiE;okfp'kCn% mies;a miekua p Hkosr~ lk iw.kkZ miek bfr
okP;e~A

In general, the alamkara  in which there is common dharma (Gunakriya etc.) suffix
words, (Upama vachaka 'Iva' etc.) upameya and upamana, is called Poornopama.
There are four parts of Purnopama. 1. Upameya, 2. Upamna, 3. common dharma, 4.
Analogous words upmavachaka word.

In the example, - 'Kamalam iva mukham manogyam' means a face as beautiful as
Padma (Lotus). Here the manojna dharma  is the same in Upameya and Upamana.
Eve is a suffix. The face is the Upameya and the lotus is the Upamaya. Therefore,
before the description of the four, this is the example of Poornopama.

There are again two distinctions of Poornopama- Shroti and Arthi.

26.2.2 Luptopama

Where one or two or three of the simile components upamana, upameya, analogous
word, common dharma

are not mentioned, it is called Luptopama

Symptoms -

yqIrk lkekU;/ekZns% ,dL; ;fn ok };ks%A
=k;k.kka  okuqiknkus JkSR;kFkhZ lkfi iwoZor~AA
vUo; & ;fn lkekU; /ekZns% ,dL; };ks% =k;k.kka ok vuqiknus yqIrkA lkfi iwoZor~
JksR;kFkhZA

In general, if one, two or all three of these words are proportionate to the common
dharma, the Upameya, Upamana and the Upamavachak, then it is called Luptopama.
That is, if one, two or three of the four parts of an analogy are missing, then it is called
luptopama. That luptopama is also of two types. 1. Shroti and 2. Arthi.

Example - 'Mukh'  'Chandra Iva' in this example is Luptopama. Because in this the
resemblance of the moon and the face is due to mentality. There is an attitude in both.
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So the form of mindfulness is a simple religion. In this sentence, the word Mukha
Upamey, Chandra Upama, Eve Upma, all three are mentioned and the common religion
is omitted. Hence the omission of one is an example of Luptopama.

 26.3 ANANVAYA ALAMKARA

Characteristics of Ananvaya alamkara in Sahityadarpana& ̂ miekuksies;Roe~ ,dL;So
rq vuUo;%*A

In general, if the same thing is considered as Upameya and Upamana simultaneously,
then it is Ananvayalamkara. If there is a multi-sentenced Upameyopaman Bhava, then
there is Rasnopama or Upameyopama. Like 'Chandrayate Shuklruchapi Hansah' is
the Rasnopama in this place and 'Kamaleva Matih Matriv Kamala' is the Upameyopama
in this place. Therefore, ananvaya is ekavakyagata.

Example -

jkthofeo jkthoa tya tyfeaoktfuA
pUæ'pUæ bokrUæ% 'kjRleqn;ks|esAA
Shlokartha - In the time of the appearance of autumn, lotus like lotus, water like water,
moon and moon take on pure nature.

Rajeev, Jal and Chandra, all three are simultaneously Upamana and Upameya. That
is, Rajiv etc. are both Upamana and Upameya. It is a sadrishyamoolaka alamkara. It
is analogous to the same alamkara sentence.

An analogy is always possible between two objects. In this example the same object
is both Upamana and Upameya.

 26.4 RUPAKA ALAMKARA

Rupakalankar is very famous in Alamkarashastra. There is a Lakshana of Rupaka in
Sahityadarpana.

^^:ida :firkjksis fo"k;s fujiÉosA*

vUo; & fujiÉos fo"k;s #firkjksis :ida vyadkj L;kr~A

Where due to the extreme similarity of qualities, Upameya is assumed to be a form of
Upamana, that is, the distinction is established by accusing Upamaya in Upameya,
there is a rupaka alamkara. In this, due to the great disparity between Upameya and
Upamana, there appears to be a similar form, where Rupaka alamkara is proved.

In the example, Its face is the moon. Here 'Mukh' and 'Chandra' are the same i.e.
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impermeable, so here the Rupaka alamkara. Upamey Mukha has been imagined to be
indistinguishable with the moon. Here the upmaya face is perceived by the moon.There
is a great resemblance between the face and the moon. Therefore, there is a distinction
between the face and the moon. So here it can be called Rupaka alamkara.

 INTEXT QUESTIONS - 26.1

1. Write the defination of Arthalamkara?

2. Give an example of Arthalamkara?

3. Write one characteristic of Arthalankar?

4. Write the characteristics of Upamalankar?

5. How many types of Upama are there?

6. Write the characteristics of Poornopama?

7. Write the symptoms of Luptopama?

8. Write the characteristics of ananvayalankar?

9. Write the characteristics of Rupaka?

10. What are the four parts of Pooropama?

11. What are the types of Luptopama?

 26.5 UTAPREKSHA ALAMKARA

This is analogous (Sadriyshya mulaka). Alamkara. Utpreksha  Alamkara is very usable
to the poets in the poetic path. Utpreksha is considered the best in all alamakaras.
Like the humor of a Kanta (Newly married women)  this alamkara is captivating.
Characteristics in Sahitya Darpana is mentioned as-

Hkosr~ lXHkkouksRçs{kk çÑrL; ijkReukA

vUo; & çÑrL; ijkReuk laHkkouk mRçs{kk Hkosr~A

In general - Upameya has a possibility with Paratmana (Upamana). Where the
possibility or imagination has been made in the Upameya, there is a Utpreksha
alamakara, Possibility of Upameya is derived from Upamana etc.

Extreme similarity of upamana and upameya called utpreksha. Yet the knowledge of
the distinction between Upameya and Upamana does not disappear. Despite having
knowledge of difference there is a desire of the poet to describe it with abhedapratiti.
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The word possibility means doubt. Still, pure doubt should not be assumed. Whether
it is a body or a man, this knowledge is pure skeptical, here it is the atom (Sthanu), this
definite knowledge is said by the word possibility.

Characteristics of Utpreksha

1. Like a simile (Upama), the There is a reality (vastavbhitti) through the imagination
of the Poet. tSls rL;k% eq•a Hkkfr iw.kZpUæ bokij%A

2. Similar to simile (upama), there is an upamanopameyabhav in the utpreksha.
But because of the extreme resemblance, the Upameya is doubted by the
Upamana. Thus thinking is illusory or not or both can be said.

3. 'Illusion. This is optional. That is why in the place 'Noonam' Tav Mukham
Chandrah, there is the knowledge of the hero because the face and the moon
are not the same thing.

4. This is analogous (Sadrishyamoolaka) alamkara.

Example

Kkus ekSua {kek 'kÙkQkS R;kxs 'yk?kkfoi;Z;%A
xq.kk xq.kkuqcfU/Rokr~ rL; lçlok boAA
Shlokarth - There is silence in spite of having knowledge, there is forgiveness in spite
of having power, there is lack of pride in donation.  In the kings of Raghuvansh,
conflicting qualities coexist. Mutually pure qualities remain like siblings.

In this verse, the Knowledge etc. qualities are upameya. Saprasava is upamna, The
word 'eve' shaws analogy.

 26.6 APHANUTI

Upahnuti is an analogous alamakara. This is also a upamanopameya alamkara.  Apnava
means concealment. Hence it is called Apahnuti Alankara In Sahityadarpana.

çÑra çfrf"kè;kU;LFkkiua L;kniÉqfr%A

vUo; & çÑra çfrf"kè;kU;LFkkiua L;kr~ viÉqfrA

The negation of Upameya and Upadana with the Upamana of Upamaya is called
Apahnuti. By negating the upamaya and imposing upamana it is called aphanuti. In the
opinion of Rudrat, Upameya is established by the presence of Upamana in Upameya.
For this reason there is a great resemblance of Upamana and Upameya. So Rudrat
said - ^^vfrlkE;kr~ mies;a ;L;kelnso dF;rs lnfi** Vamana also said - ^^lesu oLrquk
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vU;kiykiks¿iÉqfr%** That is, by negating the analogy between two things is very necessary.
There are two types of negation of Upameya. 1. Negation in the beginning and after
that imposition. 2. Imposition in the beginning and after that negation.

Features -

1. There is a negation of an Upameya

2. Upamaya is established in place of Upameya.

3. Prohibition of Upameya and establishment of Upaman is optional.

4. There is analogous

5. There are two types of negation of the Upamay - 1. Negation in the beginning
and after that imposition, 2. Imposition in the beginning and after that negation.

Example

usna uHkkse.MyeEcqjkf'kuZSrk'p rkjk uoiQsuHkaxkA
uk;a 'k'kh dq.Mfyr% iQxhUæks uklkS dyad% 'kf;rks eqjkfj%AA
Shlokartha- This is not the sky, it is Amburashi, this is not the constellation, it is the
group of  'Nakena', this is not the moon, it is not a Kundalita fani nor is it the stigma of
the moon, but Krishna is sleeping.

In this verse, Nabhomandal, Tara, Shashi, stigma are the upmeyas. Here Amburashi,
Nakenbhanga, Kundalit, Phanindra, Murari, these are the upamana. In this verse, the
sky, the moon stigma are all true. But in the beginning, Upaman Sagaradi has been
established in the true form by prohibiting Gaganadi. Here there is an analogy for
prohibition and establishment.

Example

fojktfr O;kseoiq% i;ksf/Lrkjke;kLr=k p iQsuHkaxk%AA
iQ.kh'ojks¿;a f}tjkt ewfrZuZckEcqnJhuZuq rL; y{eAA
The sky, the body, the sea are beautiful, in that sea a group of stars in the form of a
constellation is seen. Here the imposition in the beginning is the negation of the latter
and the analogy in the imposition is the reason. Therefore, Here is apahnuti alamkara.

 26.7 DRISHTANTALAMKARA

This is an image-reflective (Bimb-pratibimba) based alamkara. There are two types of
distinctions- Sadharmya and Vaidharmaya. Characteristics in Sahitya Darpana.
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^^n"̀VkUrLrq l/eZL; oLrqu% çfrfcEcue~AA**

vUo;& l/eZL; oLrqu% çfrfcEcua n"̀VkUr%A

In general, in support of the upameya, the drishtanta is a representation of an analogous
object. To clarify something that has been said earlier, another similar thing is said, then
there is 'Dristhanta alamkara'. It consists of two types of sentence- drishtant sentence
and drishtantika sentence . The first sentence is supportive (samarthaka)  and the
second is samarthya. Where the analogy is not obtained from the speech (Vachya), it
is obtained from the tatparyua meaning.

Features -

1. It consists of two independent sentences.

2. A sentence is supported by another sentence. They have a symbiotic relationship.

3. The dharma of Upamana and Upmay should be said separately.

4. There should be analogy between dharmas

5. Again analogy is not obtained from the vachya, it is obtained from the tatparya
meaning

Example -

vfofnr xq.kkfi lRdfoHkf.kfr% d.kZs"kq oefi e/q/kjke~A
vuf/xrifjeykfi fg gjfr n'̀ka ekyrhekykAA
In general, the utterance (poetic composition) of the best poet even without knowing
the qualities, pours a stream of honey in the ears of those who hear the utterances the
jasmine garland attracts the mind even after not getting the fragrance. Here, the rain of
honey in the ears and the attraction of the eyes, these two different dharmas, being the
originators of love, give a sense of the similarity of the two sentences. This is an example
of drishtanta alamkara.

 INTEXT QUESTIONS - 26.2

12. What kind of alamkara Utpreksha?

13. Write the characteristic of utpreksha?

14. Write one feature of Utprekshalankar?

15. Write one feature of Aphanuti alamkara?

16. Write the characteristics of aphanuti alamkara?
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17. In how many ways is Upameya negation in Aphanuti?

18. Write one feature of the Drishtanta?

19. Write the character of the Drishtanta?

 26.8 SYNOPSIS

In Sahityadarpana-

leklksfÙkQ% leS;Z=k dk;Zfyaxfo'ks"k.kS%A
O;ogkjlekjksi% çLrqrs¿U;L; oLrqu%AA
vUo; & leS% dk;Zfyaxfo'ks"k.kS% çLrqrs vU;L; oLrqu% ;=k O;ogkjlekjksi% lk leklksfÙkQ%A

In general, similar verb, same gender or similar adjective, the behavior of the upamana
in Upaya is Samasokti. In short, the phrase is samasokti. The analogy in the imposition
is the reason. That analogy is based on the verb,  gender or adjective. There is no real
resemblance of unprepared with presented. In fact, there is no mention of unprepared
in the sentence. Due to the resemblance of gender etc., there is a feeling of
unpreparedness. In the doctrine of Alankar Sarvaskar, only the adjective is the shelter
of analogy. As said - f'ys"Vfo'ks"k.kS:ieku/h% leklksfÙkQ%A Mammut has also said -
ijksfÙkQHkZsndS% f'y"VS% leklksfÙkQ%A

Example

vlekIrftxh"kL; L=khfpUrk dk eufLou%A
vukØE; txr~ ÑRLua uks lUè;ka Hktrs jfo%AA
Shlokarth - What will a intelligent person  care about a woman who has not fulfilled
his desire to win? Just as the sun does not take shelter in the evening without encroaching
on the whole world. Here the sun is presented and the hero is unpresentable. Sandhya
presented, heroine unpresented. In this, the behavior of the hero in the sun and that of
the heroine in the evening is all about. This is due to the gender analogy. Here the sun
is bright and the evening time is special. If the word Ravi is masculine, the hero, Sandhya
being feminine, the behavior of the heroine is related. So here is the samasokti alamkara.

 26.9 ATISHYOKTI

All the later masters of Bharata have accepted the exaggerated alamkara Where the
description of any object, substance or statement (upamaya) is presented beyond the
public limit(loka sima), there is exaggeration. vagbhatt says-

^vR;qfÙkQ% vfr';ksfÙkQ%*A

lkfgR;niZ.k esa y{k.k& ^^fl¼Ros¿è;olk;L;  vfr';ksfÙkQfuZx|rs**A
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vUo; & (çÑrL; ijkReuk) vè;olk;L; fl¼Ros vfr'k;ksfÙkQ% fux|rsA

In general, when the subject's non-discrimination with the subject which is imposing is
confirmed, there should be atishyokti. Where the description of something is exaggerated,
there is atishyokti. Where a subject matter is described exaggeratedly against public
order (opinion) by utter miracle, there is atishyokti

Vishwanath says - "Vishyanigarane Abhedapratipatih Vishpinah Adhyavasayah". In
atishyokti, there is definitely a possibility because of poetic rhetoric.

Example

dFkeqifj dykfiu% dykiks foylfr rL; rys¿"ehUnq•.Me~A
dqoy;;qxya rrks foyksya frydqlqea rn/% çokyeLeke~AA
Shlokartha - The peacock (feathers) on the head of the heroine, the moon of Ashtami
below her, the fickle nilopal couple eyes below her, the sesame flower below her and
the coral beneath her.

In this verse 'Katha', this is not a questionable word but a possibility indicator. Here
the heroine's hair style, head, eyes, nose, nose, etc., etc., being the indifference-full
knowledge of upameya with the upamanas, atishyokti is here. Here comparisonof.
Keshpasha with peacock feathers, cranium with crescent moon, eyes with lotus, nostrils
with sesame flower, and chest with Raktprawal (coral). Even though there is a distinction
between Upameya and Upamaya. Due to the fervent predominance of Upamaya,
there is a discrepant appearance. There are many distinctions of atishyokti.

 INTEXT QUESTIONS - 26.3

20. Write the characteristic of Samasokti?

21. What is the meaning of samasokti?

22. What are the signs of samsakti given by Mammut?

23. What is the reason in the imposition in samasokti?

24. What is the symptom of atishyokti?

25. What is the atishyokti in the opinion of Vagbhata?

26. What is the meaning of adhyavasaya?
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SUMMARY

In this text, the meaning of Arthalankar has been criticized. The word change is accepted
in arthalamkaras. Meaning arises out of wonder. The upama etc are arthalamkara.Many
figures of speeches (alamkaras) are explained in this lesson like- Upamalamkara,
Ananvayalamkara, Rupakalamkara, Utprekshalamkara, Apahnuti Alamkara,
Drishtantalamakara, Samasokti Alamkara and Atishyokti Alamkara. Here the
characteristics and examples are given according to the Sahityadarpana.  The views of
Mammata etc.  Acharyas are also mentioned at some places.

TERMINAL EXERCISE

1. Write a short note about Arthalankar.

2. Explain the analogy (Upama) with examples.

3. Introduce the  different types of upama.

5. Describe the Utpreksha with examples.

6. Describe the drishtanta with examples.

7. State the characteristics of utpreksha.

8. State the characteristics of aphanuti.

9. Describe aphanuti with examples.

10. Describe the Rupaka with examples.

11. Describe the Samasokti with examples.

12. Explain Atishyokti with examples.

 ANSWERS TO INTEXT QUESTIONS

26.1

1. The Alamkara in which there is any miracle depending on the meaning, then it is
Arthalankar.

2. Upamalankar.

3. The use of similar meaningful words is enabled in Arthalankar.

4. Samyam vachyamavaidharmya vakyaikye upama dvyau
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5. Two types.

6. Sa purna if general dharma aupamyavachi f.

Upameyana chopmanam bhavet vachyam.

7. Lupta general dharmaadeh eksya if va dvayoh.

Trayanam Vanupadne Shoutyaarthi Sapi Undo.

8. Upamanopamayatvam eksayev tu ananvayah.

9. Rupakam rupitaropadvi vishaye nirapahnave

10. 1. Upamana, 2. Upmay, 3. Ordinary dharma, 4. Similar words.

11. Two types.

26.2

12. Analogous utpreksha

13. Bhavet sambhavnopreksha prakritsya paratmana.

14. Analogous.

15. The negation of Upameya and the negation of Upmaana are optional.

16. Prakritam pratisidhynyasthapanam syadpahanutih.

17. Two types.

18. The analogy is not accepted by vachay, but tatparya meaning

19. Parablestu sadharmasya vaastana: pratibimbanam.

26.3

20. Samasoktih samairyatra karyalinga visheshanaih,

Vyavaharasamaropah prastutekhnyasya vastuna:

21. Samasena ukti Brief statement.

22. Paroktirbhedkaih Shleshtai: Samsoktih.

23. Analogy.

24. siddhatvedhyavasya atiyoktirnigadyate.

25. atishyokti

26. Vishya nirgina seems indifferent with Vishyi is Adhyavasaya


